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Securing Clinical Trial Partners in The US: Best Practices as Told by a
Renowned Alzheimer’s Researcher

Introducing Dr. Weisman

Dr. Weisman has been leading Alzheimer’s drug trials at Abington
Neurological Associates (ANA) since founding its clinical trial center in
2008. Since then, Dr. Weisman has run trials with almost every major
sponsor and investigation in Alzheimer’s disease-modifying drugs.

It may come as a surprise then that ANA’s globally-recognized Clinical
Research Center is relatively small. Sites like ANA often serve as one
of many sites for pharmaceutical research to take place.
According to Dr. Weisman, the center is “well known in our disease
area and we can be selective.” Selectivity is important to ensure
validity in an industry filled with “promising” solutions that lack real
medical evidence.
How can international companies with little to no US relevance
increase their chance of selection with research centers like
ANA?

Initial Impressions are Important

Why US-Based Trials are Necessary
as a Foreign Entity

When asked about his main choice
criteria when collaborating on clinical
trials, Dr. Weisman put it simply: “Will the
new product benefit my patients? Is it
feasible for it to work? I should be able
to look at people, my patients, and
convince them that there is medical
merit to it.”

According to Dr. Weisman, it is quite
common for drug companies to do early
investigators in other countries. It is
somewhat standard for international
pharmaceutical companies to start their
trials in other countries and expand to the
US at later stages of drug development.
Before trials can start, Korean pharma
developers will need to submit an NDA
(New Drug Application) with the FDA and
receive approval from a US-based IRB.

If a solution makes too many promises
that are too good to be true, they are
usually just that. Dr. Weisman will pass on
opportunities that radiate empty promises
vs a truly compelling story. Another
important piece of this story? Thought
leadership.
So-called medical influencers in the
United States may seem appealing to
Korean companies just entering the
industry. With a large following and a
heavy level of US-based consumer trust,
it can be difficult for outside eyes looking
in to see the truth: these leaders are
nothing more than “quack doctors.”
Working with an unqualified or
controversial figure will quickly kill any
potential acceptance by the medical
community.
US-based partners should always be
thoroughly evaluated in the selection
process, regardless of how great they
may appear to be.

Developers looking to skip US-based
trials and jump right into FDA approval
will likely not see favorable results. It is a
widely understood opinion within the
industry that the FDA looks favorably at
foreign companies with US sites.

Timely Trials are the Rule, Not the
Exception in Pharma

How to Connect with Clinical
Trialists in the US

The most difficult part of clinical trials
according to Dr. Weisman is patient
enrollments. Based on his experience, it
may take a year or more in areas like
Alzheimer’s drugs.

Trade shows are often the go-to
destination for industry networking
purposes.
Taking
a
smaller-scale
approach can often prove to be more
beneficial
than
attending
mega
conferences like AAN and AAIC. These
conferences feature thousands of
individuals that may not necessarily be of
interest to you. Large trade shows
feature few opportunities for close
conversations and are often chaotic. If
opting to attend these shows, Dr.
Weisman recommends that non-native
English speakers bring an Englishspeaking partner to help better navigate
the oftentimes noisy, hectic environment.

Some trials need thousands of people and
enrollment is not a simple process. “The
more invasive the trial is – the harder it is
to enroll enough subjects, but even
observational trials can be difficult to
enroll,” explained Dr. Weisman. Even if
patients agree, they are often deemed
unacceptable for the trial based on
exclusionary criteria.

Dr. Weisman is personally a fan of the
CTAD (Clinical Trials and Alzheimer’s
Disease) conference. He describes CTAD
as “a terrific conference, where you can
talk to and partner with people quietly.”
The CTAD conference accepts abstracts
from internationally conducted studies
and can serve as a prime destination for
Korean companies looking to directly
connect with the clinical research
community.

In Alzheimer’s, outsourced recruiting
services don’t work. Most study patients
come directly from internal referrals, in
ANA’s case through primary care
providers at their clinic. The entire
landscape of a research center should be
considered during the selection process.
Centers connected to healthcare systems
will often provide qualified, more reliable
leads for clinical trial participants.

Scheduling meetings with key personnel
in advance is vital. Attendees should not
expect to simply attend and meet their
ideal
audience
without
adequate
planning in place.

Properly Planning to Enter the US Market

Dr. Weisman’s best advice for Korean
companies looking to enter the
industry? “Before you go to a
tradeshow, develop a market entry
strategy. Enter into a partnership with
a small biotech company or a medical
device company. There are hundreds
of small biotechnology companies with
up to 5 employees [throughout the
US].”

These companies are often easy to
reach and partner with. Connecting
with the CEO of the company can be
as fast as one phone call. As long as
Korean biotech has scientifically
proven merit, Dr. Weisman suspects
that no small pharmaceutical company
would turn down the opportunity to
discuss a potential partnership.
Dr. David C. Weisman, MD, Head of the ANA Alzheimer's Research Center

Small pharmaceutical companies already know the law of the land in the US and can help you
build industry connections more rapidly as a result. They can serve as the key liaisons for
securing deals at trade shows that can eventually lead to clinical trial partners.
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If you are interested in connecting with Dr.
Weisman or in working with ANA please send
an email to sim@bdmtglobal.com

